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Abstract: This paper presents a non-contact 3D environments mapping technique using mobile 

robots with different perception devices such as stereo camera, structural light camera or custom 

made 3D laser scanner. The custom developed non-contact scanning device is suitable for making 

building surveillance both in small and large scales. These measurements can be further used for 

urban region planning as well as for navigation purposes for autonomous agents such as mobile 

vehicles.. The large maps can be built from successive scan merging in an iterative manner. For 

such an approach is essential the initial matching between two measurements, which in our 

proposed method was performed using special extracted features from the measured data sets. The 

registered maps can be further used for perceptual purposes, including object segmentation or 

planning maps for the mobile agents. For both types of applications, there are given experimental 

results obtained from the proposed registration and segmentation algorithms. 

Introduction 

The 3D perception problem represents a emerging research for the robotics community. There 

are several potential applications for this domain mainly from the urban surveillance, path planning 

or cultural heritage conservation fields. [1]. 

Each application requires specific data handling acquired even from the same measurement 

device. A part of the problems emerging from the mobile robotics domain require real time data 

processing, like dynamic perception and planning experiments, while for urban mapping often the 

post processing of the data is sufficient [2]. 

Different sensors can be used for the data acquisition including stereo cameras, laser range 

finders, time-of-flight cameras, or the recently adopted structured light sensors [3]. These devices 

have their own special characteristics in terms of precision, range or speed. Thus the way in which 

these sensors are selected depends on the specific requirements of the measurement problem to be 

solved [4]. 

The large area perceptions, such as the urban area measurements require several different 

measurements to be aligned in the same coordinate frame. This kind of problem is well studied in 

the 2D mainly in the image processing domain. Although these 2D algorithms can be adopted for 

the 3D data registration, they need special adaptation for the spatial data. Also the data 

characteristics such as range, noise or data distribution have large influence on the algorithms used 

for 3D data processing [5]. 

For the data merging different algorithms can be used including keypoint and feature descriptor 

extractors, nonlinear correspondence estimators or odometry based approaches [6]. Although the 

data merging can be performed based only on the odometry information, this registration is prune to 

errors due to the error integrator characteristics of the odometers [7]. Hence a more robust method 

is applied for the initial alignment phase based on an extracted keypoint-feature data set [8]. A 

similar version of this approach was also adopted for the paper at hand. 

In this paper several types of data from different sensors were tested for registration purposes 

with different key-points and feature descriptors. The main scope of the paper was to determine a 

suitable setup for the map registration using different type of data from various sensors and make a 

segmentation of the obtained maps. 

In first part of the paper the hardware and software details regarding the 3D perception devices 

including stereo camera, structural light camera and custom 3D laser scanner are presented.  
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The next section deals with the pointcloud processing, including data filtering, keypoint-feature 

extraction, segmentation and registration issues. We conclude the paper with experimental results 

both from indoor and outdoor environments. 

Common 3D Perception Techniques 

There are more possibilities to acquire 3D information from the surrounding environment. The 

measurement methods can be divided into 3 major categories based on applied sensor and sensing 

technology: stereo vision (with two or more cameras) [9], active triangulation [10] and time of 

flight measurements. One of the most precise time of flight measurement systems is based on the 

laser scanners; however it is the most expensive one. A cheaper variant is the stereo camera, with 

less precision in the depth estimations [11]. 

Stereo Imaging. Using two or more cameras in the same scene can be used to estimate the depth 

information from the scene. The third coordinate information can be achieved by comparing at least 

two overlapping images from the same scene, the differences at pixel level between the two images 

yield to the depth information. 

This method is known in the literature as stereo image processing, and there are several variants 

for the depth estimation including the popular sum of differences or the sum of absolute differences 

methods [12]. 

A schematic view about a stereo camera and its main parameters are presented on Fig. 1, where 
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where the difference of the regions in pixels at the two images is stored in d  [13]. 

 
 Fig. 1 Stereo geometry and a commercial stereo camera used for the data acquisition  

In order to enhance the robustness of the depth estimation, the distances of the corresponding 

pixels at the two camera images are replaced by corresponding windows with sizes usually ranging 

from 1 64� . For these regions can be successfully applied the same sum of absolute differences 

(SAD) algorithm, which will return a more robust depth estimation. This can be expressed with the 

following double sum: 
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where 
min

d and 
max

d represent the range on which the differences are considered to be valid, m is the 

window size which is used to compare the regions on R and L  image pair. After this step, the depth 

information Z  can be expressed the formulae (1).  

In such a way at relative high sample rates 3D colored information can be obtained about the 

surrounding environment in a non-contact type measurement. For an indoor scenario, an example 

image with RGB-D is given in Fig. 2. 

  

Fig. 2 Typical stereo camera image in indoor environment using the SAD algorithm 

Projected Structural Light Devices The projected structural light cameras such as the low cost 

Kinect RGB-D camera captures infrared and RGB data from the same scenario. It has also an 

infrared emitter, which is used for structural light projection on the scene as this is described by the 

inventors. The projected pattern is captured by the infrared camera and is spatial correlated with the 

reference one.  

The effective distance measurement is done on the principle of computing the distance between 

the reference points from the emitter and the ones received at the infrared sensor via a triangulation 

using the known baseline distance between the emitter and the receiver [14]. 

An indoor scan example using the Microsoft Kinect camera is presented in Fig. 3. At the left 

hand side the fused RGB-D information is shown, while on the right hand side the extracted depth 

information from the IR light is shown. As it can be seen, there are rather large spatial 

discontinuities in this type of data, although the frame rate at which the data feed can be capture is 

rather high compared to the stereo camera or the 3D laser. 

Even though this type of camera can be used only in indoor environment, the frame rate of this 

device is rather high, comparable with the frame rate of a stereo imaging device. Usually the RGB 

and depth image fusion is performed after the data acquisition, and needs rather high computational 

effort. 

Further on the depth image and the RGB data can be fused by using a calibration based on the 

fixed parameters of the camera. The main error sources for this device are related to the lighting 

conditions of the measured scene, as for strong lighting (e.g. sun) the projected infrared pattern have 

low contrast. This is also the main reason for the indoor usage limitation of this type of sensor. An 

alternative for the outdoor 3D perception on longer ranges is the laser range finder. 
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Fig. 3 Typical structural light RGB-D data and the IR image associated with the same scan from 

Kinect sensor 

Lidar Based Techniques The use of laser scanners in the spatial perception is becoming popular 

in several applications starting from autonomous vehicles to urban environment mapping [15]. 

In the case of the custom developed 3D scanner, the main part is a two dimensional planar laser 

range finder which was mounted on a custom mechanical actuator ensuring an additional degree of 

freedom, thus yielding to a complete 3D sensing device [16]. There are several possibilities for 

rotating the planar laser around the axes. In the proposed custom setup a the rotation along the pitch 

axes was considered, as this is the most common for laser ranges mounted on autonomous vehicles. 

The complete setup is visible on Fig. 7. 

The actuator was driven with a servo motor with a sufficient high torque and an auxiliary 

rotation encoder was mounted in order to measure precisely the rotation of the planar laser around 

the pitching axes. These components as well as the embedded controller used for interfacing with 

the PC are low cost commercial products. 

The spatial information about the environment can be recovered by measuring a distance ρ and 

the associated pitch and yaw angles. Thus the direct kinematic transformation from the laser 

scanner coordinate frame to the word is given by: 
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In the Eq. (3) it was explicitly assumed that the two rotation axes have the same common origin 

point, i.e. there is no translation between the two rotations like transformations. Other sources of 

error are discussed in more details in [7]. 

A typical indoor scan in an office environment is presented on Fig. 4 where the color encoding is 

showing the high of the laser scan line in the room.  

As it can be seen on the Fig. 4 the field of view of the laser is 180  ° horizontaly and adjustable 

vertically according to the application. Also the pointcloud density varies from the edges to the 

center of the image, as the projection of the points from the spherical coordinats into the Euler ones 

is a nonlinear transformation.  

In case that the target application requires that the density of the measured pointcloud to be 

distributed along another ax, the whole scanner can be rotated and thus obtained a different point 

density in the 3D space. 

Also the requirenements of the application impose the sensor type used for the perception task 

based on the advantages/disadvantages of these ones in terms of speed, accuracy and robustness. 
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Fig. 4 A typical indoor 3D laser scan with the color handler computed as a function of the height 

3D Data Processing Algorithms 

In this section are summarized the algorithms used for 3D data processing, including the filtering, 

segmentation and registration ones.  

Data Preprocessing. This part includes mainly pass-through and voxel grid filtering [13] and 

data structure ordering [17]. In the proposed experiment design, these filtering techniques were 

adopted due to their robustness and low computational complexity.   

Scan Segmentation. The main role of the segmentation is to obtain regions that have some 

common features, e.g. they lay in the same plane, as their normal have a similar value [17].  

In the proposed algorithm (1), the region based segmentation approach [13] is presented. This is 

based on a set composition idea, i.e. an initial starting point is selected from the original pointcloud 

P , and iteratively the set is completed with neighbor points which have similar normal N  (within a 

certain threshold limit cθ ), or their curvature is less than a specified curvature threshold 
t

c . The 

resulting segmented union of sets Ω contains the region of common points.  

 

Algorithm 1 – Region based segmentation for pointclouds with depth information 
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An example of the algorithm output for an indoor dataset is presented in Fig. 5. As it is visible, 

the main plains (floor, ceiling, walls) are in a separate segment. The furniture in the room are placed 

in a common segment.  

 

Fig. 5 A region based segmentation output for a typical indoor scan with furniture using Alg. 1 

This kind of segmentation technique can be further more refined, by reducing the noise in the 

corners of the regions, which often are misclassified. Also the dimensions for which the objects are 

considered in separated regions can be adaptively selected according to the scanned scene’s 

property. 

Iterative Registration Variants. The pointcloud merging problem can be solved as with a 

minimization algorithm that computes the distance between the two scans [18]. 

In the proposed method the Iterative Closes Points (ICP) algorithm was used for the scan 

registration merging [19]. 

This solves the optimization problem by computing the difference of the template data set and 

the transformed data in the space [20]. This transformation is decomposed in two consecutive 

motions, a rotation R  and a translation t . 

During the iterative scan for similar point pairs in the M  in the dataset D  is performed in a trial-

error manner. In case of a valid transformation R  and t  forms a valid transformation pair which 

minimizes the distance given by the following formulae: 

2
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where ,i jw  is assigned 1  if a valid correspondence is found between the thi  point from M  denoted 

with 
i

m  and the th
j point from D  denoted with jd . Further details regarding this type of registration 

can be found in [21]. 

Keypoint-feature Based Scan merging.  A common approach for boosting the ICP robustness 

is the augmentation of the points with additional features like point color, geometric features or 

point histograms [22]. This transposes the optimization problem in a higher order dimensional space 

search. 

Our approach for the data registration is based on the correspondence estimation for the 

extracted keypoint features. In this paper the Normal Aligned Radial Feature (NARF) [23] 

keypoints were adopted for the extraction of interest points from range images. This type of 

keypoint takes into account the information about the boarders and surfaces, ensures the detection 

from different perspectives and the stability for the descriptor computation [21]. 
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One of the key components of the normal aligned feature is the disk size, i.e. the size of the zone 

in which the keypoint is computed [23].  For the proposed method different tunings were tested and 

the most suitable around 15cm  was considered to be implemented in the registration.  

The pseudo code of our approach is posted in the Algorithm 2, which describes briefly the main 

steps of the data merging for laser scans. 

 

 

Algorithm 2 The ICP based registration algorithm 

At the beginning of the algorithm the feature are computed and the initial alignment guess is 

perfumed based on their relative transformation. Further on, this is refined with the ICP matching. 

Experimental Methodology 

The aligned map for the indoor environment is presented in Fig. 6, while results for the outdoor 

registration results are shown in Fig. 7. In both cases the registration was performed using a pair 

alignment approach and the FPFH descriptors for the computed NARF keypoints. The initial 

alignment of the scans was performed based on the filtered correspondences of the FPFH 

descriptors. This alignment was then used for the ICP refinement, computed on the last pair of data 

in the alignment loop. 

For both scenarios the error convergence of the ICP algorithm was monotonically decreasing, a 

suitable registration error was achieved in less than 100 iterations. This scenario was obtained by 

considering the maximum distance between two neighbor points to be less than 1m . 

 

Fig. 6 A typical indoor registration result and its virtual CAD design 

For the indoor scenario presented in Fig. 6, the total map was obtained from four consecutively 

merged parts. Further on, from this kind of 3D representation, a CAD model for the room was built 

easily on scale, presented on the right hand side of the figure. 
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Fig. 7 A typical outdoor scan registration results; the photo of the same scenario; the custom 3D 

laser scanner mounted on the P3 type robot 

The outdoor map was registered on a total length of 40m  path. The main aim at this part was to 

segment the merged map in such a way, that the main traversable path for the robot to be obtained. 

As it can be seen on Fig. 7, the output of the segmentation Algorithm (1), successfully 

discriminated between the main land plain and the obstacles on the way like the trash-been, or 

larger rocks. In our experiment we used the P3 mobile robot from ActiveMedia, on which the 

custom 3D laser scanner was mounted. 

Summary 

In this paper there were presented non-contact building 3D perception techniques using stereo-

imaging, structural light cameras or tilted laser scanners. For the data acquired from these devices 

the preprocessing phase including filtering and segmentation is essential. The different 

measurements were merged in a common coordinate frame during the registration phase. For this 

different registration approaches were used including the ICP based and the keypoint-feature based 

ones. The results of these algorithms are showed both for indoor and outdoor data sets.  

Further on we plan to validate these investigations in real life applications including 

archeological and architectural reconnaissance applications. 
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